
 

Предмет: Английский язык  

 Дистанционные    уроки и  задания для  7классов (а, б )  с  6 – мая до 25 – мая 2020г. 

  

Тема 1:  Imperative. Zero conditional sentences to give instructions, 

recommendations, advice    
 

 https://youtu.be/olxpkrLfIho  

 

https://youtu.be/nPU81ifoYSI  

https://youtu.be/mBsBwYtlZ4I   

Homework  : Make up sentences with zero conditionals    

Тема 2: Zhunai Mavlyanov  
Прочитайте и переведите текст стр. 138-139  

Д/З:Выучите слова,выделенные жирным шрифтом (стр 140)  

 

  

Тема 3: Тест  
 

____________________________________________________________________ 

№ 1. Choose the proper form of the verb: 

The city ... many fine places to visit. 

а) have б) has в) was г) to have 

№ 2. Choose the proper form of the verb: 

… open until eight o’clock every day except on Sundays. 

а) It is б) This are в) That г) There are 

№ 3. Choose the proper form of the verb: 

You … late yesterday. 

а) is б) has в) were г) have 

№ 4. Choose the proper form of the verb: 

… early spring. 

https://youtu.be/olxpkrLfIho
https://youtu.be/nPU81ifoYSI
https://youtu.be/mBsBwYtlZ4I


 

а) There are б) It was в) There is г) This are 

№ 5. Choose the proper answer. 

Winter lasts only 89 days in these parts, ... it is long enough for us. 

а) as б) or в) but г) if 

№ 6. Choose the correct modal verb. 

We ... learn from the past. 

а) need б) may not в) has to г) must 

№ 7. Choose the proper form of the verb: 

What … you … at the weekends? 

а) do/do б) do/does в) does/does г) does/do 

№ 8. Choose the proper form of the verb: 

My parents … eat meat. 

а) don’t б) are в) doesn’t г) aren’t 

№ 9. Choose the suitable tense form in the given sentence. 

The plane that you are looking at ... to Paris. 

а) have gone б) went в) is going г) go 

№ 10. Choose the only word to make this sentence sensible. 

When do you ... TV, every day or on Sundays? 

а) watch б) read в) see г) look  

 

 

 

4. Hobbies   стр. 76  

Д/З:Выучить слова, выделенные жирным шрифтом (стр.124-125) выполнять письменно 

 

5. Tom's hobby  

Homework Ex-7 page 77  

6. Тема: Will, may , might, definitely, probably, etc. For making predictions  

https://youtu.be/vqL_u3aw4es  

https://youtu.be/vqL_u3aw4es


https://youtu.be/qaubG9oNFnE  

Homework: Ex-9 page 77 

7.Salijan Shakirovich  Sharipov  

Homework: Ex-1 page 147 Answer the questions. 

8.What is his grandfather? 

Homework: Write  an essay  “Sports, Health and Hobby”. 

9.Test 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 

№ 1. Choose the only word to make this sentence sensible. 

Can I ... you a few questions? 

а) begin б) do в) ask г) make 

№ 2. Choose the antonym to the underlined word. 

In the past he was a cook, a teacher, even a minister. 

а) at the present time б) the other days в) in future г) these days 

№ 3. Choose the proper form of the verb: 

We ... an excellent school. 

а) have б) is в) are г) has 

№ 4. Choose the only word to make this sentence sensible. 

A true friend is a person who ... all your joys and sorrows. 

а) shares б) keeps в) denies г) adores 

№ 5. Choose the suitable tense form in the given sentence. 

This month Maria and Joe have met once in Boston and once in Chicago and will meet once  

more in New−York. 

They ... each other twice. 

а) has been seeing б) have seen в) saw г) will see 

№6. Choose the only word to make this sentence sensible. 

What has ... to you? I haven’t seen you for a long time. 

а) mattered б) wanted в) spent г) happened 

№7. Choose the only word to make this sentence sensible. 

We were very hungry yesterday and we were also ... . 

https://youtu.be/qaubG9oNFnE


а) thirsty б) polite в) deserted г) beautiful 

№8. Choose the only word to make this sentence sensible. 

Can I ... you a few questions? 

а) make б) do в) ask г) begin 

№9. Choose the only word to make this sentence sensible. 

She didn’t give me ... information about this. 

а) many б) much в) less г) few 

№10. Choose the only word to make this sentence sensible. 

I usually ... a shower in the morning. 

а) have б) get в) go on г) give  
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